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Task 1. Grammar
There are 30 questions with a, b and c answers. Read the sentence and choose the correct answer
from a, b, or c.
The total score for this task is 15. For each correct answer, you will get 0.5 points. For each
incorrect or not chosen answer, you will get 0 points.

1

This road is really dangerous. Look how fast the lorry ...........
a) is going
b) goes
c) had gone
2 We ........... the food they gave us.
a ) hadn't like
b) haven't liked
c) didn't like
3 They ........... in the garden, but luckily my mother heard the phone.
a) worked
b) were working
c) have worked
4 United ........... definitely ........... tonight.
a) had ........... won
b) will ........... win
c) were ........... winning
5 Here are your shoes; I ........... them.
a) had just cleaned
b) just cleaning
c) have just cleaned
6 I spoke to Helen at lunch-time. Someone ........... her the news earlier.
a) had told
b) has told
c) told
7 We always travel by bus. We ........... a car.
a) aren't owning
b) hadn’t own
c) don't own
8 I think it is possible. I ........... come to your party.
a) might
b) have to
c) had to
9 I got lost and ........... ask a policeman the way.
a) must
b) could
c) had to
10 If you ........... your credit card, you have to ring the bank.
a) lost
b) lose
c) will lose
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11 If you ........... earlier, we wouldn’t have missed the train.
a) arrived
b) would arrive
c) had arrived
12 Most of these magazines ........... by students.
a) are written
b) wrote
c) was been written
13 She felt tears ........... down her cheeks.
a) to roll
b) roll
c) rolled
14 Could you tell me how much ...........?
a) does this cost
b) this costs
c) will this cost
15 Melanie doesn’t like travelling much, and ...........
a) neither does Mike
b) so is Mike
c) neither did Mike
16 They are hungry. ...........
a) Neither are we
b) So are we
c) So we are
17 Mary hopes ........... a champion skater.
a) become
b) becoming
c) to become
18 There is an exam tomorrow. You ........ some revision.
a) had better do
b) would prefer do
c) had better to do
19 Does this umbrella belong ........... you?
a) for
b) about
c) to
20 Where is ........... electric heater? I can’t find it.
a) the
b) -c) a
21 I have got three pieces of ........... luggage.
a) the
b) a
c) -22 When I entered the room she was watching ........... unknown film on television.
a) the
b) a
c) an
23 I am free all day. Call ........... time you like.
a) any
b) some
c) several
24 ........... Gina nor Dan like to watch TV.
a) Both
b) Either
c) Neither
25 It is ........... inconvenient without a car.
a) such
b) so
c) such an
26 This wet weather is ...........
a) so confusing
b) such confused
c) enough confused
27 There are several restaurants ........... do Sunday lunches.
a) who
b) whose
c) which
28 Mark worked ........... a waiter last summer.
a) as
b) like
c) alike
29 Foods were never delivered ........... the promise we had received.
a) however
b) despite of
c) in spite of
30 United are wonderful. They are ........... club in the world.
a) the greatest
b) the greater
c) greatest
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Task 2. Word Formation
Complete the sentences by changing the form of the word in capitals when it is necessary.
The total score for this task is 5 points. For each correct answer, you will get 0.5 points. For each
incorrect answer or an answer with a spelling mistake, you will get 0 points.

Task 3: Vocabulary: Matching
Match the words with their definitions or synonyms. There are 3 extra definitions/synonyms.
The total score for this task is 7,5 points. For each correct answer, you will get 0.5 points. For each
incorrect answer, you will get 0 points.

N

1. qualify
2. numb
3. wholesale
4. humid
5. ignite
6. denounce
7. reveal
8. rage
9. menace
10. abolish
11. pledge
12. detest

WORD

DEFINITION/SYNONYM
a. disagree, oppose
b. become fit
c. dislike very much, hate
d. last, keep on, undergo
e. without the power of feeling
f. in large quantity, not retail
g. moist, damp
h. threat, danger
i. make known
j. put an end to
k. misty, smoky, unclear
l. violent anger
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13. dispute
14. scorch
15. ponder

m. consider carefully
n. quick to notice, watchful
o. condemn in public
p. burn slightly, dry up
q. promise
r. set on fire

Task 4. Grammar: Odd-word-out
Read each line carefully. Some lines are correct, but some have a word that should not be there.
Put a tick (V) if the line is correct. If a line has a word, which should not be there, write the word
in front of each line. There are 10 lines.
The total score for this task is 5 points. For each correct answer, you will get 0.5 points. If there
is no tick or nothing is written on the answer sheet, you will get 0 points.
Lines 0 and 00 are marked as examples for you!
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Task 4. Reading

There are two texts:
1. Text one has 7 multiple-choice questions (a, b, and c). The score for text one is 3,5 points. For
each correct answer, you will get 0,5 points. For each incorrect or not chosen answer, you will
get 0 points.
2. Text two has 8 True (T), False (F), Not Given answers. The score for text two is 4 points. For
each correct answer, you will get 0,5 points. For each incorrect or not chosen answer, you will
get 0 points.

Text 1
Read the text and choose the most appropriate answer from a, b or c.
A. All around the world, we hear stories of terrible weather becoming even worse. For instance,
while forests in Australia are on fire, fields in Egypt are covered in snow. Environmental
scientists explain that events such as these are due to climate change. They say that if we
cannot protect the environment from pollution, we will definitely destroy the Earth, and
everything and everyone that lives on it. Despite this, there are still many people who say that
scientists have been lying to us and there is no such thing as climate change. This essay will
look at both sides of the argument to see who is telling the truth.
B. First of all, it is necessary to remember that scientific opinion has changed many times since
the end of the Second World War. For example, in the 1950s, average temperatures in many
countries seemed to be rising. Some of the world's best scientists said that this proved that the
world was becoming hotter. However, in the early 1970s the world began to freeze. Many
countries had the worst winters they had ever known. As a result, scientists made new
predictions: the world was not becoming hotter, but much colder. After the freezing winters
of the 1970s, world temperatures began to rise again in the 1980s and 1990s. Scientists
changed their predictions again and decided that the world was now becoming too hot.
C. Some people have said that these examples prove that climate change does not exist. And it
is true that scientists have made mistakes. However, I don't believe this means that they are
wrong about climate change. Even with advanced technology, it is very difficult to make
predictions about the future of the weather. The environment is very complex. It consists of
billions of creatures and we should also remember that natural environments such as jungles,
deserts and mountains are also alive. Therefore, it is hard for environmental scientists to make
accurate predictions about the weather because all living things change all the time. So
although scientific predictions can sometimes be wrong, it does not mean that climate change
is not real.
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D. In conclusion, environmental scientists have not invented climate change. The have made
mistakes but the important point is not whether the world is becoming hotter or colder but that
the climate is becoming worse. We have an opportunity to prevent climate change and take
action.
1.

According to environmental scientists,
a. forest fires and snow have changed the world's climate.
b. pollution has created problems all around the world.
c. it is not possible to protect the environment from climate change.

2.

The writer explains that the purpose of her essay is …
a. to consider two different opinions about climate change.
b. to prove that climate change does not really exist.
c. to prove that environmental scientists are telling the truth.

3.

Why did scientists change their minds in the 1970s?
a. because the weather changed unexpectedly
b. because they could not predict changes in the weather
c. because world temperatures had increased

4.

The writer's main purpose in paragraph B is to show …
a. how the world's weather changed after World War II.
b. that scientists’ forecasts often change.
c. why some people might not believe in climate change.

5.

According to the writer, why is it difficult to predict the weather?
a. Environmental scientists do not have the correct equipment.
b. The environment never stays the same for very long.
c. There are not enough scientists to make accurate predictions.

6.

The writer's main purpose in paragraph C is to show …
a. how difficult it can be to make accurate predictions.
b. why scientists are wrong about climate change.
c. why we should believe environmental scientists.

7.

According to the writer …
a. it is not possible to protect the environment from pollution.
b. terrible weather proves that climate change exists.
c. we should not trust the predictions of environmental scientists.
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Text 2

Read the text carefully and decide whether the statements are True, False, Not Given.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

N

Statement
The main topic of the text is Marc Boulanger.
Marc Boulanger knows a lot about popular African
music.
Marc Boulanger is from France.
Konono N1 is the name of a music festival.
'Tommo23' is interested in what Marc Boulanger
wrote.
'ShSh41' agrees with Marc Boulanger.
The author of the article had never heard any
popular African music before the live performance
when he was 15.
Konono N1’s concert was so interesting for Marc
because their music was not similar to anything else
he knew.
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